


MAGALLOY'" MIDRANGE DRIVERS This newly designed
c0mponent consists of a unique hlend of magnesium and aluminun
which is light in weight but exttemely ilgid and tesponsive.
The monocoque, concave cone eliminates the need for a dust
dome allowing the cone t0 act as perfect piston.The result is lowt
distortion, an extended frequency response and is untivaled for
accuracy in the critical midrange frequencies.

HIGH EXCURSI()N W00FERS fne low lrequency drivers utilized in the Hi-HES series i
capable of extended cone excursion to produce life-like bass levels in any type of system
configuration. Powered by Bob Carver/Sunfire'high-efficiency amplifiers. these high powt
handling units ensure accurate low frequency reproduction without sounding "boomy".

TITANIUM D0ME TWEEIERS our new
1 " plasma-transfened, diamond hardened
titanium tweeter is fortified by a diamond
structure over the surface if its diaphragm.
The result is a strength-to-weight ratio greater
than conventional titanium and exponentially
greater than typical metal dome tweeters.
Light and rigid as only titanium can be, this
unique tweeter produces smooth, crystal clear
highs without harshness or ringing.



TITANIUM D(]ME TWEETER
()ur new 1" plasma-transfened, diamond hardened
titanium tweeter incorporates a diamond structure
over the surface of its diaphragn. The result is a
strength-to-weight ratio greater than conventional
titanium dome tweeters.This unique tweeter produces
a smooth, crystal clear top end without the harshness or
ringing common to standard tweeter designs.

DUAL FOCUSED ARRAY
This innovative design places the tweeter between the
midrange ddvers.The result ia a seamless, precise
soundstage assuring extremely wide coverage of the
listening area with uniform sound quality.

ENERGY C(]NT()UR C()NTR()L BAFFLE
AR's proprietary varying-density foam controls the
tweeter's radiation pattern and acoustic loading
propefties. This matches the output of the midrange and
high frequency dilvers in the crossover region to elimi-
nate distortion all the way out to 23kHz. lmage smearing
is eliminated which results in exceptionally natural and
acculate midrange and high frequency reproduction.

Bt)B CARVEH/SUNFIRE'" P()WER
All powered models in the H|-RES line utilize high
efficiency Bob Carver/Sunfire' amplifiers. These
amplifiers feature Tracking-Down-Convefter [DC)
technology for an 850/o power c0nve6ion efficiency.
versus 15-25% efficiency found in conventional
amplifiers. The henefiß to this design are high powen
excellent sound quality, huge dynamic headroom and
low operating temperature.In addition, these amplifiers
contain a built-in Intelligent Parameter Control circuit
(lPC) which protects the woofer and enables it to
opemte at its maximum level ol performance.

HIGH 0UTPUT DESIGN The HI-BES seiles packs
a sonic wallop.Thanks to exfiemely high sensitivity
ratings, these loudspeakers are capable of life-like
perfolmance levels with a variety of associated electronic
components, even low wattage tube amplifiem. As a
matter of fact, llr-ßES loudspeakers are 2-6 dB more
elficient which requires 60-2M% less anplitier powsl
to reach the same listening level than conventionally_
designed loudspeakers,This means that Hi-RES speak- 

'

ers play loud with very little power output fiom your
amplifier.This enables your electronics t0 run well under
their operating limits for low distoftion with plenty of
reserve power when the source material requires iL
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Research-an unprecedented

combination of classic looks, innovative

features, and revolutionary metal alloy

c0mp0nents. From plasma-transfened

diamond hardened titanium dome tweeters,

and our exclusive MagAlloy" midranges,

to Bob Carver / Sunfire high efficiency

amplifiers in our powered towers and

subwoofem.The result is solid sonic

precision and unyielding tonal accuracy

in any home theater or stereo

configuration.This is the new standard for

high-output, hi gherf idelity performance.

This is Hi-ßes.



Precision requires exacting standards. Given

the demands of today's digital sources. there is

simply no way to accurately reproduce the

quality of these recordings without due

consideration of the components that must

sustain it. The new Hi-RES tower loudspeakers

from Acoustic Research were conceived as a

defining statement of sound reproduction and

dynamic response. Each internal c0mp0nent

has been specially designed and fitted

together to laithlully reproduce all of the

dynamics of the original audio experience,

consistently and on demand. And. thanks to

sideJiring low frequency drivers. these sleek.

elegant towers fit perfectly into any room

ddcor"and complement any

architectural taste.



components of their big brothers-plasma

transfered, diamond hardened titanium

tweeters, MagAlloy'" midrange

dilvers, and handsome, well crafted

enclosures. As a result of this design

philosophy, Hi-RES series bookshelf

loudspeakers are truly audiophile

performers, capable of extended range

and a level of detail resolution

that totally defy their size and price.

Make no mistake about it. the ARiS and

ABlT represent an excellent choice for the

audiophile who is constrained by space.



The new Hi-RES powered subwoofers are a
living testimony to the diligent pursuit of

life-like low frequency reproduction in the home
environmenlThese high powered units (15"

woofer with a 500 watt RMS amplifier in the
5500 and a 12" woofer with a 300 watt RMS

amplifier in the 5300) are capable of
thunderous performance in any type of system.

The 5500 and 5300 feature down-firing, slot
loaded subwoofers configured in a low

turbulence, trajectory port tuned cabinet. This
enables the subwoofers to perform at extremely

high levels of output with very low distortion. Each
subwoofer features a front panel Audio/Video

contour switch with volume level control. These
controls maximize the performance of the

subwoofer in any system configuration.

Nothing is more important to a home theater system configuration
than a center channel speaker capable of reproducing the dynamics

made possible by today's recording techniques.Typically 75% of
the dialog is recorded to the center channel track. This necessitates

a full range center channel speaker that is natulal and accumte.
The AB2C and AR4C meet this demand perfectly. The three-way

AH2C incoryorates a down firing 6 '/2" subwoofer and is capable of
a low lrequency response down to 45Hz.The AR4C features a
molded enclosure and includes an ingenious integrated stand/

mounting system for a wide range of placement options. All
H|-EES models share the identical MagAlloy'" midrange ddvers

and titanium tweeters.This ensures that each HI-RES center chan-
nel is timbre mahhed to the rest of the H|-RES line for perfect

tonal balance and a seamless soundstage n0 mattel what models
are used in a multi-channel system.




